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Instruction : Parents to explain the lesson to the Child.  The Child should Read the lesson 

Thoroughly with correct Pronunciation.  

☆. Do all the exercises in the inter leaf notebook.  

 

Chapter  3 – The Five Sense  Organs 

Sense Organs  

We know about various things around us by seeing,  listening, tasting, smelling,  and feeling. The body 
parts that help us in these activities are called sense organs.  

Different parts of our body perform different functions. All the body parts are very useful to us.  

1. ⁸Write what other things you can do with your hands. 
1. Writing  
2. Eating  
3. Holding 
 



2. Write some other uses of your legs and feet.  

1. Running  
2. Playing  
3. Standing  

Ex-1. Write True or False:- 

1. My hands help us to  run . ______ 
2. My legs help me to jump . ______ 
3. I can see with my eyes  .    ______ 
4. I use my hands for kicking a ball. __ 
5. My tongue helps me to taste. ____ 

Ex-2  Fill in the blanks:- 

1. We smell with our nose. 
2. We watch television with our eyes.  
3. Tongue   help us to taste.  
4. We  hear  with our ears.  
5. Skin helps us to feel when we touch things. 

Ex-3  Tick the correct answer:- 

1. We have _____ sense organs. ( five/seven) 
2. I can _____ ice-cream with my tongue. ( see/taste) 
3. I listen music with my _____. ( ears / nose ) 
4. I watch cartoons with my ______ . ( eyes / hands) 
5. I can _____ with my nose. ( smell / hear ) 

 



Ex- 4 Write the taste of the following given food:- 
 

1. Chocolate        -   Sweet  
2. Lemon             -   Sour 
3. Bitter guard    -   Bitter  
4. Chips                -  Salty 
5. Ice- cream       -  Sweet  

Ex-5  Match the following:- 

1. Smell              -     eye 
2. Sight               -     nose 
3. Touch             -      ear 
4. Sound             -     tongue  
5. Taste               -     hand 

         Ex-6 Answer the following questions:-  

   Q1. What are sense organs? 

  Ans- Sense organs are the body parts by which we can see, smell,  hear, taste,  and touch or feel. 

 

 Q2. Name five sense organs? 

  Ans- The five sense organs are: 

1. Eyes (seeing) 
2. Nose (smelling) 
3. Ears  ( hearing) 
4. Tongue (tasting) 
5. Skin    (feeling or touching) 

 

  Q3. Name two important functions performed by the nose? 

    Ans- The two important functions performed by the nose are breathing and smelling . 

 

Q4. How should we take care of our eyes? 

Ans. We should wash our eyes daily with fresh and clean water.   

☆. Learn and Revise all the exercises                          

                           



 

 


